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Some day there will be PEACE and PLENTY of Aluminum

Some day the wars of the world will end and peace will come again.

Out of the laboratories, the factories, and the test kitchens will come new ways to make living and home making easier, finer, better. Today, we, the world’s largest manufacturers of cooking utensils, are developing improvements in design, new convenience features, and greater quality so that you will have even higher cooking efficiency in MIRRO ware.

If you are not able to obtain all the MIRRO ware you need just at this time, you can be sure that when the nation’s defense needs have been served, there again will be plenty of aluminum. Remember, the name MIRRO will continue to be your guide to the finest aluminum cooking utensils.

SPECIAL OFFER: The Famous MIRRO Cook Book. A regular $1.50 value. 240 pages—1000 tested recipes. Now! Only $1.00 at your MIRRO Dealer. Or send $1.00 direct to ALUMINUM GOODS MANUFACTURING COMPANY, MANITOWOC, WISCONSIN

MIRRO
THE FINEST ALUMINUM